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Browse through our pre-curated packages and pick one that resonates with you

or contact us and let us know what you have in mind!

 

As of now till 30 May, all private parties require a minimum of 4 pax, 

and can only allow a maximum of 5 pax. 

All materials will be provided! Just bring your A-game and we've got the rest covered.

Are you looking to throw a party in a fun and unique way?

Curate your very own party, tailored to your needs, with us.



What time is it? It's slime time!

If you're a slime enthusiast, this camp is for you.

Spend your day with us and go home with 

3 jars of slime, a handmade slime recipe 

(so you can make your own anytime!) 

and a slime-inspired painting.

180 MINS

It's Slime Time!

68 SGD/PAX

Ages 5 & Above



Pick a theme, create your colour palette and 

let your inner illustrator shine. At the end of 

the workshop, you'll take home 3 framed 

one-of-a-kind illustrations that you can set 

on a table as a feature piece or spice up 

that empty wall at home for a personal touch. 

120 MINS

Frame It Up!

58 SGD/PAX

Ages 5 & Above



Have a tote-ally awesome time as you

personalize your own canvas tote bag.

Take your finished masterpiece with you on your

grocery runs and shopping trips, saving the earth

and making a statement at the same time.

120 MINS

Tote-ally 

Awesome

48 SGD/PAX

Ages 5 & Above



With a throwback to a land before time, 

explore a beautiful warm sunset with Artify's

personal favourite animals. 

Using acrylic paint, let your imagination take over

and take you on a jurassic journey. 

90 MINS

Dinosoarin'

48 SGD/PAX

Ages 5 & Above



Draw, name, paint and bring your unicorn to life 

on canvas with the company of your favourites.

The only question left to ask is,

How much glitter do you want?

90 MINS

Unicorns 

& Glitter

48 SGD/PAX

Ages 5 & Above



You're guaranteed a purrific time with this 

2-hour workshop as you explore painting with

acrylic paint using clean, intentional strokes.

Make it your own by changing the colours up. 

All that's left to do is finding a space to 

display it once you're done!

120 MINS

Precious

Meowments

48 SGD/PAX

Ages 7 & Above



120 MINS

Ages 7 & Above

The world is your canvas and in this case, 

it's round! Enhance your blending and colour

matching techniques with this workshop as you

create your very own round canvas painting. 

It might look intimidating, but we're with you every

step of the way. Toucan do it! 

Toucan Do It!

55 SGD/PAX



Our cactus puns are succulent, aren't they?

With the use of acrylic paint, bring your own

cactus garden to life on canvas. 

The best part about your painted cacti? 

You won't have to water them!

120 MINS

Cact u + Cact me 

= Cactus

48 SGD/PAX

Ages 7 & Above



Pick a theme, create your colour palette and 

let your inner illustrator shine. At the end of 

the workshop, you'll take home 3 framed 

one-of-a-kind illustrations that you can set 

on a table as a feature piece or spice up 

that empty wall at home for a personal touch. 

120 MINS

Frame It Up 2

58 SGD/PAX

Ages 10 & Above



Henri Matisse is known as one of the greatest

colourists of 20th century. In the last century of

his life, he worked with hand-painted pieces of

paper that were then cut out to form shapes and

eventually, artworks.

In this 3-hour session, we pay tribute to the great

artist with 2 art projects.

180 MINS

Messy Matisse

90 SGD/PAX

Ages 7 & Above



180 MINS

Ages 7 & Above

You've probably heard of Yayoi Kusama, but did

you know that her early work dates as far back as

the 1950s? 

In this 3-hour session, we pay tribute to her

distinct style with 2 art projects.

Yaya Yayoi

90 SGD/PAX



Anyone who sees a night sky with lined strokes

will immediately think of Vincent Van Gogh, 

In this 3-hour session, we pay tribute to the

legendary artist with 2 art projects.

180 MINS

It's Gogh Time

90 SGD/PAX

Ages 7 & Above



Gouache is the new crowd-favourite medium 

and we're here to let you experience it by 

paying tribute to one of the best artists 

the world has seen- Vincent Van Gogh. 

Create your very own interpretation 

of his famous painting, Starry Starry Night 

during this 2.5 hours workshop. 

150 MINS

Vincent Van 

Gouache

70 SGD/PAX

Ages 10 & Above


